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The November meeting of the LARC was called to order at 8:00
pm by the president, John Visser - VE3HTM.

Pat Doherty - VE3HFS gave a progress report on the CNIB
venture. There seems to be a bit of resistance by the students to
get involved, Bill Boland - VE3BQR reported that a blind amateur
will require a sponsor before he or she can get on the air - it
was then suggested that the LARC act as sponsor.

Bill Klemacki - VE3EEW reported that the code and theory
classes are "holding up" quite nicely.

John Visser - VE3HTM brought up the subject of whether or not
XYLs should be able to attend the upcoming dinner meeting. Pat
Doherty - VE3HFS reported that the Royal Edward has been booked
for the dinner and that a minimum of twenty-five people will be
required. Bob Bishop - VE3JAB then motioned that the XYLs and YLs
be openly invited to the dinner meeting.

Ken Rusnak - VE3EFZ made a brief report on how to obtain the
Thunder Bay Award, this information will appear in High-Q.

Tom Haavisto - VE3HHS reported on the linear project, if tubes
are bought in bulk they will be $6.00 each.

John Visser - VE3HTM said that there is a need for more net
controllers for the Northwest Ontario Phone Net.

Les Harris - VE3AYZ suggested that a letter of thanks be sent
to the family of Don Vester - VE3GOE for the generous donation of
the gear.

The President then mentioned that the next meeting will
feature a "how to fix it" session after the formal meeting.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:50 pm.LA
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